
















MENU






	

Find Days Out


Summer Holiday Deals
Cinema Deals
Indoor Days Out
Aquarium Deals
Theme Park Deals
UK Holidays
Trampoline Parks
Hotel Discounts
Animal Park Deals
Bowling & Mini Golf
Museums & Tours
Dining Deals
Outdoor Days Out
Shopping & Gift Cards
Toddler Days Out




	
Nationwide Offers

	
Winter Days Out

	
Days Out Ideas

	
How it works

	
Join

	
Try Kids Pass for £1














The perfect present to unwrap
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Surprise a mum, dad, or friend with the ultimate family discount pass. Giving them fun-tastic savings across the whole family!

Give the gift of Kids Pass!
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Fun is the best gift

Who could disagree with that? Offer your loved ones unlimited access to 2,000+ discounts on UK experiences, attractions, cinemas & more. For a whole 12 months!
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What they get
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Up to 50% off Theme Parks
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Up to 40% off cinema tickets. 24/7
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Up to 40% off Zoos & Safari Parks
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& Many more exclusive offers












See what's inside Gift Pack












Michelle

[image: trustpilot star rating]
Great discounts available

Great discounts and a variety of different places! Currently at Blackpool Pleasure Beach and saved a fortune. Would definitely recommend!
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Lisa
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Easy to use

I've used KidsPass a few times for days out with the kids. Overall we've saved more than £100 so far by checking the app before we plan days out and holidays.
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Sophie, Staffs
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Love Kids Pass app

Kids Pass gives you ideas on days out and offers brilliant savings. We started the day unsure of what to do and after a quick look on the app I'd booked my tickets for Gullivers, saved money and within 30 mins we were out of the door on our way.
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Information





Are you sure you want to pause your account?




OK









